Virtual Exhibition

Almaty Chamber of Commerce and Investments gives an opportunity to exhibit your products
and services on the web-sites www.alcci.kz , by the link “virtual exhibition”.

Virtual exhibition – it is a real support of business the main aim of which is presentation of
your products and services to potential clients and partners via Internet.

Sections:

Agriculture

Healthcare

Consumer Industry

Food Industry

Building and Construction Materials

Metal Fabricating Industries

Information Technologies
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Tool Engineering

Skin Care and Cosmetics

Printing Trade

Oil, Gas and Petroleum Products

Logistics

Advantages for Exhibition Participants:
- advertising 24 hours a day;
- unlimited geography and number of visitors;
- a chance to reach a wider audience on both
national and international markets. ACCI
works in cooperation with
Chambers of Commerce and Industry of other countries,
Embassies, trade
missions and international organizations;
- possibility to update your information,
price-lists, product range and characteristics on
an operational basis;
- increased traffic of your company’s website due
to hyperlinks set out on the virtual
showcase;
- saving time and money!

Advantages for the participants of exhibition:
- advertisement 24 hours a day;
- unlimited geography and quantity of participants;
- opportunity to output on international market. Almaty Сhamber of commerce and
investments cooperates with CCI of many countries, embassies, trade representatives and
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international organizations;
- opportunity quickly correct information, price-lists, assortment of production and
characteristics;
- to enlarge popularity of the web-site by links pointed at virtual stands;
- safety of time and money!

Cost of participation:

Tariff for enterprises of RK, CIS and foreign firms:

6 months - USD 120*

12 months - USD 170*

*Legal bodies and individuals of RK pay in national currency (KZT) at the exchange rate of the
National bank of Kazakhstan at the date of payment.

In case of any queries please refer by phone: +7 (727) 278 44 13, e-mail: alcci@rambler.ru

Business Proposal

Application-Contract
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